1 Introduction
==============

The reduction of 'omics' technology costs now enables collection of data from multiple sources. This allows researchers to simultaneously study several datasets and investigate their relationship with complex traits. The integration of these heterogeneous datasets is not trivial and several statistical methods have been developed to address this challenge ([@btz862-B3]; [@btz862-B10]; [@btz862-B11]). In particular, the amalgamation of multiple microbial ecosystems poses unique challenges as these are compositional and sparse data. MixKernel ([@btz862-B10]) is a well-known tool designed to integrate heterogeneous datasets including microbial communities, but no method to perform a taxonomic enrichment analysis is available. Another popular integrative approach is MOFA ([@btz862-B3]), however, it is unable to deal with compositional data.

Here, we present Link-HD, a tool to integrate and explore multiple microbial communities based on STATIS ([@btz862-B5]), a family of multivariate methods to integrate multiple datasets. Link-HD generalizes STATIS with Regression Biplot ([@btz862-B15]), clustering, differential abundance, enrichment taxonomic analysis and visualization tools. Link-HD analyzes distance tables computed from numerical, categorical, or compositional data as a generalization of multidimensional scaling ([@btz862-B1]). Furthermore, Link-HD performs variable selection and can link the obtained common sub-space with phenotype information.

2 Materials and methods
=======================

Like STATIS, Link-HD aims to compare and analyze the relationships between datasets with a shared set of observations or variables. However, our package was specifically designed to integrate microbial communities and incorporate distances and transformations to deal with compositional data ([@btz862-B2]). The method is implemented in three main phases ([Fig. 1](#btz862-F1){ref-type="fig"}).

i.  Inter-structure step: The algorithm first assesses the similarity between transformed distance tables using the vector correlation coefficient (Rv) ([@btz862-B7]), which can be interpreted as a general 'vector covariance' between matrices, i.e. this step evaluates similarity between the disparate datasets.

ii. Compromise step: Next, the 'compromise' matrix is calculated, which is a weighted sum of each cross-product matrix. This step involves an optimization problem since the weights are chosen to maximize the correlation between the compromise matrix and each individual component.

iii. Intra-structure step: Finally, the compromise matrix is evaluated through a Principal Component Analysis. The coordinates of the common elements are projected into a low rank space, where the relationships between them can be easily interpreted.

![Link-HD Workflow. In the Inter-structure step, raw data are transformed using cumulative sum scaling or centered log ratio, and the correlation coefficient (Rv) is computed. The second step is the compromise (W) and, finally, the intra-structure step involves the Eigen-decomposition of W. Observations can be clustered and methods for selecting variables and association with phenotypes are available](btz862f1){#btz862-F1}

Variable selection is tackled by two alternative approaches: (i) by projecting all the input variables into the compromise through a general Biplot formulation ([@btz862-B15]); and (ii) by computing the differential abundance of features between clusters of samples. A novelty of Link-HD is its ability to aggregate the selected variables at several taxonomic levels and to establish whether that level is enriched using a cumulative hypergeometric distribution. This function also allows users to add a custom OTUs list. Finally, the SPIEC-EASI ([@btz862-B9]) tool can be used to visualize variable interactions.

3 Case studies
==============

We illustrate our approach with rumen microbial ([@btz862-B12]), TARA's Ocean expedition ([@btz862-B14]) and transcriptome NCI-60 cell line datasets ([@btz862-B13]).

In the rumen study, we integrated Bacteria, Archaea and Protozoa from 65 Holstein cows. Link-HD was able to reproduce previous results ([@btz862-B4]; [@btz862-B8]; [@btz862-B12]), showing a link between the structure of the rumen microbiota and CH~4~ emission. We also identify microbial markers associated to CH~4~. In the TARA's example, Link-HD replicates the relevant role of temperature and Proteobacteria phyla on the structure of this ecosystem, as described in [@btz862-B10]. Finally, we show the potential of Link-HD to integrate other omics layers by using transcriptome NCI-60 cell lines. Link-HD recapitulates the reported data structure ([@btz862-B11]) and ontology analysis reveals several cancer-related pathways.

In all, our results demonstrate that Link-HD is robust in combining several heterogeneous data types. A detailed description of these case studies and the theory behind Link-HD is available at [https://lauzingaretti.github.io/LinkHD/ and in Bioconductor (https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/LinkHD.html).](https://lauzingaretti.github.io/LinkHD/)

4 Conclusions
=============

We have developed an R package to integrate multiple microbial communities and other 'omics' layers combining a plethora of statistical methods in a fast, simple and flexible way.
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